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Figure 1: A snapshot of our system for visualization of biases of content recommendation. The system comparatively visualizes
attributes of previously appreciated and currently recommended contents with the following four components. View 1: Scatterplot
that displays the clustering results of contents and customers. View 2: Bar chart that displays the distribution of features of a
user-specified cluster. View 3: Bar chart that displays features of a user-specified content or customer. View 4: Data table that
displays the detailed information of a user-specified content or customer.

ABSTRACT

Machine learning techniques have been applied to content recom-
mendation systems. Meanwhile, the fairness/bias of machine learn-
ing has been an actively discussed issue. The bias of training datasets
may cause such unfair or biased learning results. We developed a
visualization system to assist the comparison between the training
datasets and learning results and the discovery of the bias in the
learning results. This visualization system has been applied to a
movie recommendation system. This paper discusses how the bias
exists in the movie recommendation results.

1 INTRODUCTION

Recommendation systems that suggest customers’ favorite contents
automatically have become widespread. Meanwhile, excessively
personalized recommendation systems may cause biased recom-
mendation results that contain limited ranges of contents. In recent
recommendation systems, machine learning techniques [5] have
been applied to recommendation engines in order to avoid the cold
start problem and high loads caused by the increase in the number of
contents and customers. This poster presents a visualization system
for machine learning processes on recommendation systems. The
presented study focuses on the bias of recommendations conducted
by machine learning models. The system is useful while comparing
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statistics of appreciation and recommendation of the particular con-
tents/customers and exploring how biased recommendations exist
among the contents and customers.

2 RELATED WORK

Visualization is a powerful tool for explainable recommendation sys-
tems, and actually, there have been several studies on visualization
for recommendation systems. However, the field of study focusing
on visualization of fairness and bias of recommendation systems. is
a new field, and there have been few previous studies [1, 2]. They
focused on general issues of fairness among people while operating
the machine learning tasks. On the contrary, our study focuses on the
bias of learning results for recommendation systems by visualizing
the distribution of both people and contents.

3 PRESENTED VISUALIZATION SYSTEM

This section presents our visualization system that assists the compar-
ison between the training datasets (the history of personal contents
appreciation) and the recommendation results (a set of contents rec-
ommended to each customer) so that visualization users can verify
the bias of the recommendation systems. We defined the visualiza-
tion tasks as follows:
T1: Visualize the patterns of contents and customers, including the

clusters of contents that are appreciated by similar customers,
and the clusters of customers who appreciate similar contents.

T2: Find the clusters that recommendation results are much differ-
ent from appreciation history that may cause unsatisfactory
recommendations, or the clusters that contain diverse or outlier
contents/customers that may cause biased recommendations.

T3: Observe the detailed statistics of attributes in a particular cluster
of contents/customers so that users can find specific reasons
for biased recommendations.



T4: Observe the detailed information of contents appreciated by a
particular customer or customers who appreciated a particular
content so that users can deeply discuss the cause of biased
recommendations.

As shown in Figure 1, our implementation features four visual-
ization components to compare the history of contents appreciation
and recommendation results.

View 1 is a scatterplot that displays the clusters of contents and
customers by applying a graph visualization technique [4]. View 1
has the following two types of color codings, and users perform T1
and T2 by observing View 1. The scatterplot allows users zoom and
filter operations so that they can focus on particular clusters.
Color coding 1 (Similarity with a user-specified node): When
a user specifies a content node, the system calculates the cosine
similarity of the feature vectors between other content nodes and the
specified node and then assigns whose saturation is proportional to
the similarity. The same applies to the case of customer nodes. We
can observe how similar or dissimilar contents/customers distribute
in the scatterplot.
Color coding 2 (Difference between appreciation and recom-
mendation): The system calculates the cosine similarity between
the features vectors of each content, or the feature vectors of each
customer. Saturations assigned to the nodes are larger when the
cosine similarity is smaller. We can observe which clusters contain
many contents/clusters that have dissimilar recommendation results
against the appreciations.

View 2 is a bar chart that displays the distribution of features of
a user-specified cluster. Users observe the distributions of features
of the clusters on View 2 to perform T3. View 3 is a bar graph
that displays the features of user-specified contents and customers,
and View 4 is a data table that displays detailed information of user-
specified contents and customers. Also, users can specify particular
contents or customers by click operations and observe the detailed
information of them on View 3 and View 4 to perform T4.

4 EXAMPLE

4.1 Preprocessing
We had an experiment with a movie appreciation dataset [3]. The
dataset contains 3,883 movies and 6,040 customers. Movies are cate-
gorized according to 18 genres. Customers have attributes including
gender, age, and 21 types of occupations. We applied two machine
learning models (BPR [5], BPR with GAN [6]) by consuming the
movie appreciation dataset as a training dataset, and then conducted
the recommendation to the customers of the dataset based on the
learning results. We divided the customers into the training and
test datasets, and then applied the training dataset to the machine
learning process. Based on the learning results, we conducted the
recommendation process and actually recommended 20 movies to
the customers contained in the test dataset. Finally, we visualized
1,000 customers and 512 movies sampled from the test dataset.

4.2 Case Study
We visualized the dataset described above and explored it to discover
the bias of recommendation results. Here, the blue bar charts in View
2 display the statistics of gender, age, and occupation of customers,
while the orange bar charts display the statistics of genres of movies.
View 3 has four tabs for gender, age, occupation, and genre. Users
can selectively observe the differences in the statistics between
appreciation and recommendation for each attribute. Colored bars
in View 3 are statistics of appreciation while gray bars are statistics
of recommendation.

We firstly observed View 1 with Color coding 2 and found several
movie/customer clusters that contain movies or customers whose
differences between appreciations and recommendations were large.
many customers that have larger differences between appreciations
and recommendations can be found in clusters in 1 and 5 on the

Figure 2: Customers in clusters 1 and 5 visualized by View 2.

Figure 3: Genres of appreciated and recommended movies of partic-
ular customers belonging to clusters 5 visualized by View 3.

scatter plot shown in Figure 2. These examples demonstrate that
we can easily discover bias of recommendation results in particular
clusters. The bar graphs in Figure 2 shows the statistics of customers
in clusters 1 and 5. The left blue bar chart depicts that the number
of female customers is larger than males in cluster 1. The right
blue bar chart depicts that children (whose ages are less than 15)
occupy a large part of cluster 5. This features are not present in
the majority of the other clusters. These results suggest that the
difference in recommendation results among the clusters is caused
by the differences in attributes of customers.

Next, we specified some customers in the clusters described above
and visualized the differences of statistics of their appreciations
and recommendations by View 3. Figure 3 shows the statistics of
movies watched and movie genres recommended for customers
belonging to cluster 5. The bar chart depicts that comedy and
scientific fiction movies are well recommended to the corresponding
customer (female, age between 18 and24, college/grad student)
though she mainly appreciated animation and children’s movies.

The above case study demonstrates a typical usage scenario of the
presented visualization tool. We suppose users firstly overview the
distribution and clusters of biased/unbiased customers and contents.
Then, the users would focus on statistics of attributes of particular
clusters, and/or explore the bias (the difference between appreciation
and recommendation) of particular customers or contents while
reading the detailed information of them shown on the data table.

5 CONCLUSION

This poster presented a visualization tool aiming the discovery of
bias of machine learning results of the recommendation systems.
This study supposes that a number of customers appreciate a number
of contents and a recommendation system applies machine learn-
ing methods to form recommendation models from the history of
contents appreciation of customers.
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